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Summary: The current arcle reveals: the role
of three norms from the environment, in which
the Bulgarian industrial enterprises operate;
and the role of three beliefs, disseminated
among the managers of these organizaons. It
is considered that their joint inﬂuence hampers
the achievement of sustainable compeve
advantage through human resources by the
enterprises and may postpone the actual
integraon in the single European market
aer Bulgaria’s accession to the European
Union. Steps, migang the negave impact
of these phenomena, are proposed.
Key words: human resource management,
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relaonship.
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T

his arcle aims to analyze certain
phenomena and the jusfying reasons
that prevent a signiﬁcant number
of industrial organizaons in Bulgaria from
achieving sustainable compeve advantage
through human resources and may delay their
actual integraon in the single European
market. In this connecon the following
research tasks are deﬁned:
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• To reveal the role of some important norms,
arising from the environment in which the
Bulgarian industrial enterprises operate, and
exercising a lasting and significant influence
on the performance of these entities.
• To reveal the role of certain beliefs,
disseminated among the managers of
industrial organizations in relation to human
resources, having a lasting and significant
impact on the performance of the latter.
• To be proposed measures to mitigate the
negative impact of these phenomena.
The traditional concept of the perception
of human resources as an “expense”
is widespread among managers of
industrial organizations in Bulgaria – their
representative organizations, which is
confirmed by demonstrated treatment of
their subordinates, standing their ground
during the negotiations typical for industrial
relations and their public appearance in the
media. The above mentioned statement is
confirmed by the results of several studies
(L1-L7). Such understanding of the role of
human resources in the organization by the
managers creates a sense of demonstrations
of hubris, excessive criticism, smoldering
tensions and open expressions of opposition
by the subordinates. Thus, the management
teams of local industrial companies make
inefficient use of staff – the main source of
sustainable competitive advantage in today’s
economic conditions (see Figure 1).
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It should be noted that these organizaons
operate in a more complex environment than
their competors from the elder member states
of the European Union, namely (see Figure 2).
• A transion economy, characterized by
high levels of corrupon, neposm, conﬂicts
of interest, frequently changing laws and
cumbersome judicial system;
• Belonging to the high compeve single
market of the European Union and the resulng
needs to achieve proﬁtabili by minimizing
cost as well as by increasing growth, moderate
(eﬃcient) use or leadership in developing of new
technology;
• A strong dependence of creating high
value added businesses from intellectual
capital against the backdrop of the
ongoing process of brain drain as a result
of the crisis in the national economy in the
1990s. Emigration of skilled people and the
relocation of jobs (even whole organizations)
to regions with attractive conditions

determine opportunities for accelerated
economic growth of the last.
• Inevitabili of connuous change with
reference to the survival and development of
industrial organizaons, considering the limited
investment opportunies of a large number
of owners of privazed industrial enterprises
and established private ones, and overcoming
the contradicons in mulcultural interacon
and partnership among owners with diﬀerent
values, beliefs, religions, etc., predetermining
behaviors, relaons, aitudes and ways of
making decisions.
• Globalizaon – in parcular the origin of
foreign investors and its impact on the state of
the naonal economy. Low income per capita,
the unsasfactory level of development of
clusters, subcontractors’ chains and business
networks in the naonal economy, diminishing
number of populaon due to emigraon and
the aging economically acve group of people
forces most of the leading organizaons
from developed countries to refrain from the
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Figure 1. Two concepts of human resources perception in the industrial organizations
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developing manufacturing acvi in Bulgaria,
or the established organizaon usually has very
limited scale. High share of foreign investors
are registered under the cover of diﬀerent
oﬀshore zones. Another part of foreign
investors registered in developed economies,
in turn, prove to be owned by powerful
organizaons from other parts of the world,
including other economies in transion. This
structure of foreign investments in Bulgaria

may impede the spread of generang value
added management pracces, pical for
the leading companies from the developed
economies, slow the modernizaon of the
country, respecvely – the process of catching
up with the standards of life in the elder
member states of the European Union.
All this requires taking joint and focused
acons by management teams of industrial
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Figure 2. Factors from the environment, typical for the industrial enterprise
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Figure 3. Intervention spheres for the managers in the industrial enterprises and in the public sector
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organizaons and the state to promote
naonal culture, supported by many
organizaonal cultures with diﬀerent shades
on the surface, but ulmately turned to
achieving a compeve advantage through
human resources, to building a knowledge
economy, and equal in rights partnership
between employers and hired labourers.
In addion to discipline in thinking, these
objecves can be achieved through changes in
(or new) regulaons, organizaonal structures
and job descripons, policies, procedures, and
others (see Figure 3).

NORM – the Nominal Allocation
of Social Insurance Benefits Between
a Hired Worker and his/her Employer
o maer how legislators change the rao
of social insurance contribuons between
employer and worker, the reali remains the
same: “The employer is interested in how
exactly it is worth every single employee
(salary, social beneﬁts, and perks) and the
total cost of remuneraon for all the staﬀ

N

of the organizaon”. No maer how these
social beneﬁts are classiﬁed in the accounng
system of the enterprise and are presented
in the salary slips, provided to the workers, it
remains clear that virtually all costs, related to
the staﬀ, shall be undertaken by the employer
(a universal pension fund; state social
insurance for persons, born aer 1960, health
insurance, etc.). This approach to calculang
the statutory social beneﬁts for workers, hired
through a labor contract or a civil-law contract
for personal services, resulted in displacement
of their aenon to the amount receivable (net
salary). This is due to the manifestaon of the
survival insnct among workers in the country,
leading to the formaon and dominance of
short-term orientaon in respect of fees – a
preference for cash instead of social beneﬁts,
insurance and savings to be used in the distant
future. Such behavior is an inheritance from
a prolonged economic crisis in our country
in the ninees of the last century, and even
now it is supported by the new higher prices
of energy and food products. Addionally,
because of the low wages, appears a certain
negave aitude toward the amount of
beneﬁts and disparagement to the amount of

Table 1. Presentation of different approaches to social benefits payment.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Current situaon:
Base salary
Other addions to the
salary
Gross salary
Personal social securi
payment on behalf of the
worker
Personal income tax
Net salary

Calculaon scheme
(А)

1

(B)

2

(C) = (А) + (B)

3

(D) = (C) * (Х%)

4

Social securi
payment

(D) = (C) * (Z%)

(E) = (C) * (Y%)
(F) = (C) – (D) – (E)

5
6

Personal income tax
Net salary

(E) = (C) * (Y%)
(F) = (C) – (D) – (E)

7

Total labor costs per
employee

(H) = ( C )

7

Social securi payment on
(G) = (C) * (W%)
behalf of the employer

8

Total labor costs per
employee

Recommendaon ...
Base salary
Other addions to
the salary
Gross salary

Calculaon scheme
(A)
(B)
(C) = (A) + (B)

(H) = (C) + (G)
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gross salary. It seems as if the social beneﬁts
at the expense of the employer remain
unnoced by the persons who are their future
users. On the other hand, in the mind of the
employer sets the noon of human resources
as a cost, namely due to accrual of beneﬁts
at the expense of the employer and their
summing with the value of the gross salary
of each employee in order to be obtained a
more accurate idea of the actual labor costs
for the employer. The proposal to include the
government with a share in the formaon of
the total social beneﬁts sum for the employed
person further conﬁrms the above noon.
Thus, a negave aitude to the contribuons
on behalf of the employer is formed in the
employer’s mind, which parally explains the
connued pracce of providing a part of the
remuneraon unoﬃcially, “by hand” in certain
sectors, despite consistently followed a policy
of low tax and social securi burden in our
country.
Overcoming of this problem requires the
legislature to repeal the nominal allocation
of benefits between the hired worker and
his/her employer (see Table 1, “X%” and
“W%”), by including the full amount of social
insurance required as a uniform component of
the gross salary (see Table 1, “Z%”). Different
parts of this amount (D) can be allocated
electronically to certain institutions – pension
funds, health insurance funds, etc. So, one of
the main principles of modern management
will be fulfilled – simplifying procedures,
and this will lead to increased productivity.
Additionally, some negative feelings among
wage laborers and employers, relating to the
paid remuneration, may be partialy soothed.
Of course, this act could not replace the
acute need for equalization of income in
Bulgaria with the European Union, especially
against the background of the established
price levels of many goods and services on
the domestic market.
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BELIEF – According to Managers
Labor Costs are of Paramount
Importance During the Restructuring
of the Industrial Enterprise
his management approach is due to the
fact that it is easier to compare labor rates,
paid by many companies. On the other hand,
the reducon of wages (salaries) consumes
less means, me and eﬀorts by managers than
reengineering of a manufacturing process,
making desired changes in corporate culture or
in product characteriscs in terms of economy
in transion (emerging market). Research
conﬁrmed that the creaon of advantage in
labor costs is not the best way to compete.

T

Such behavior of managers in industrial
organizaons is supported by media interviews
by many policians at the beginning of the
transion process, stang that Bulgaria has
a highly qualiﬁed and cheap labor force and
that low pay is a compeve advantage of the
naonal economy.
These aitude, widespread among managers,
is supported by some administrave views,
dominated the process of transion to market
economy in Bulgaria like:
• Determinaon of employees salaries as a
company secret, presumably to hide drasc
diﬀerences in pay between diﬀerent categories
of personnel in an organizaon or between
employees of diﬀerent enterprises. Thereby
the employee sense of internal and external
fairness is undermined and employee career
selfmanagement eﬀorts are hampered, so far
as these eﬀorts were within the employee
powers in condions of connuous, deep,
economic crisis.
• A higher payment of heavy, harmful or
hazardous labor, which reduces the rate of return
on taken acons to acquire a higher degree and
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addional training and may hamper economic
growth in the country by impeding the progress
of knowledge economy in the country.
• Deﬁning low organizaonal status of
supervizors who are frequently not allowed to
recruit, select, appoint, ﬁre, assess, etc. their
subordinates. The unenviable posion of the
supervisors is aggravated further by their low
economic status. It is not a rare phenomenon
when a manager receives up to tenfold lower
salary compared to his/her subordinate
employee – a foreigner from an economically
developed country.

informaon and to divert resources for their
own beneﬁt, to inmidate and to break their
promises.

Consulng companies in the sphere of
remuneraon management promote their
services as the only way of improving the
performance of their client organizaons,
although any undertaken change in the system
of payment in an organizaon, at least inially,
creates diﬃcules and issues.

Overcoming of this problem requires ﬁrst to
recall and clarify the meanings of these basic
economic terms. Labor rate represents the
payment rate per unit of me (an hour, a shi),
and labor costs are a funcon of labor rate and
producvi. Reducing labor costs requires an
analysis of rates and performance in a speciﬁc
organizaon. One-sided approach may even
cause an increase in labor costs. And not always
labor costs are a signiﬁcant part of the total cost
of the company. On the other hand, managers
should take into account that the salaries in the
parcular company are not the result of the level
of gross domesc product but directly depend
on ﬁrm’s successful performance. Therefore, the
level of labor producvi in our country should
not be used as jusﬁcaon for paying low wages

A man with a raonal behavior or “ a free
rider” who has all the informaon available
at a me and seeks to maximize his/her own
beneﬁt, even through avoidance of taxes and
other obligaons, is deﬁned “modern” by the
contemporary economical theories. In the ﬁeld
of human resource management this situaon
provokes employees and employers to pursue
diﬀerent goals, to show a tendency to distort

Labour
rate

The micro- and macro-level economic analysis
of the term “labor producvi” is incorrectly
mixed and the meanings of terms as “labor
rate” and “labor costs” remain blurred in media
discussions which leads parcipants to plausible
sounding, but essenally erroneous conclusions
and the laer in turn inﬂuence the formaon
of opinions among the managers of industrial
organizaons.

Producvi

generang of value
added

Labour costs

Social responsibili

Applied management motods

Figure 4. Factors in labour costs analysis in the enterprise
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in all sectors of the economy. Employers should
accept the fact that “they are in one boat”
with the employed workers and they ensure
to the hired laborers an acceptable quali of
life (the ﬁnancial abili to purchase a proper
and periodically to renew their car during one’s
professional life). This requires employers to
target businesses that generate higher added
value, to apply modern economic and socialpsychological methods of management, to
take acve steps, demonstrang ﬁrm’s social
responsibili (see Figure 4).

NORM – Providing Extra Payment
for Work Experience
hile it is mandatory by law, this kind of
ﬁnancial reward constutes a form of age
discriminaon as it poses a disadvantage to:

W

• Young people in wage labor who receive
lower wages than their older colleagues,
although perform the same job.
• Older hired laborers who are more expensive
to their employers, and this is the reason for
the high percentage of unemployment in prererement age here.

Intelligence
Brightness
Creavi

No doubt the experience is a prerequisite for
achieving lasng success of any incumbent in any
job, but it is acquired relavely rapidly (several
months) on the majori of the posions in the
organizaons, and it is not suﬃcient because
a person needs educaon and training. The
history of developed economies shows that
high growth rate combined with high living
standards is achieved through the sustainable
successful performance of innovave companies
which leading managers1 believe that one of the
fundamental rules for achieving business success
is to give a greater burden on the intelligence
of the applicant for a vacant posion than on
experience (see Figure 5).
In our country the naonally represented
employer organizaons oﬀered the eliminaon of
this extra payment, but refused to compensate
the working people, potenally aﬀected by this
decision. That is why the trade unions showed
a strong resistance to changes in the current
state of law.
Overcoming of this problem requires from the
employers to increase salaries of all employees
to the payment levels for the incumbents who
are to rere.

Professional
experience

Figure 5. Managers’ views of business success achievement trough human resources
1 Opinion of Ms Marissa Mayer – a talent hunter and Vice President of GOOGLE search engine in the sphere of supplied
products and users’ preferences and moods (L8).
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BELIEF – According to Managers
the Role of Dividend Policy
is Negligible, Despite the Employee
Stock Ownership Schemes,
Implemented in Many Enterprises
he implemented privazaon model with
all its changes transformed the people,
employed in former state-owned enterprises,
into owners of shares, provided to them at lower
prices at the moment of a cash sale, during mass
privazaon or through management-employee
companies. New major owners’ lack of ﬁnancial
capaci and the absence of pressure from a
developed stock market contributed to the
subsequent absnence from paying dividends
in the privazed enterprises. This awoke
discontent among the staﬀ that in combinaon
with low levels of remuneraon in the country
can become (in some organizaons has already
become) a source of conﬂict between employer
and employees. And as a generally held view
states, the interacon between the worker
and his manager has diverse shades: excellent /
sasfactory / acceptable / mediocre performance
of an assigned task, and passive or acve
resistance to managers’ regulaons. Therefore,
the accumulaon of addional tension in the
relaonship between employees (shareholders)

T

and the employer may aﬀect negavely the
performance of the company, its customers,
suppliers, local communi etc.
Changing of this unfavorable situaon requires
appropriate regulaon of the relaonship
between shareholders and management – mutual
responsibili and free exchange of informaon
(see Figure 6).
The management of the company should
generate a ﬂow of informaon to shareholders,
such as clear (detailed) ﬁnancial statements and
any member of the managerial board should
bear personal responsibili to shareholders.
So that the directors must know what the
shareholders want and vice versa. Informaon,
on how each director voted during a decisionmaking session, must be spread beyond the
narrow group of parcipants in the meeng of
the board. All shareholders should have the legal
right to be informed whether chosen directors
have defended their interests. Shareholders
(especially the small ones) should actually be
given the rights successfully to state their
preferences for (on) boards, given the very rare
meengs between them (only during an oﬃcial
assembly), that really restrict their rights, granted
by the law (for example: to vote or re-elected
members of boards). In fact on these assembly

Personnel
(even
as shareholders)
Underdeveloped relaon

Managers

Supervisory
council

Figure 6. The three parties, setting the power balance in the enterprise
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meengs the shareholders are usually put in a
fait accompli, i.e. a list of nominated candidates
(oen one candidate for one post), proposed
by the nominang commiee, appointed by the
General Director. Therefore, it seems necessary
to carry out periodic performance evaluaon
of the board of directors as a whole, the
performance of the individual directors and the
General Director and the received appraisal data
should be given in advance to the shareholders.

NORM – Providing a Retirement
Benefit of Six-Months Compensation
to Employees with a Long Length
of Service in the Organization
he guaranteed by the law beneﬁt of gross
salaries for six months in the rerement

T

Employer # 1
(1960 - 1973)

of an employee who has worked in the same
organizaon for ten years or more, constute a
desirable value for any man/woman on the verge
of leaving his/her acve professional life. But on
the other hand, this amount represents a burden
for the last employer of this individual. That is
the reason for the widespread pracce among
local businesses to exempt workers immediately
(or several months) before the rerement date.
And at the end of their careers hired people once
again conﬁrm their impression that worker and
employer are not “in one boat”, but hold deeply
conﬂicng interests. Given that the individual’s
recent career memories are the most durable for
the rest of his/her life, it is not surprising that
bad employers’ image is transmied between
generaons as the experience of mature people
in the form of advice on proper behavior to the
heads of young hired labourers. And this in turn
contributes to the lasng dominance of hosli

Each employer pays in his relave
share to the rerement beneﬁt,
received by the worker.

Peter Petrov

Employer # 2
(1973 - 1980)

...
Employer # 8
(1989 - 1996)

A worker

Employer # 9
(1997 - 2008)

Figure 7. Accumulation mechanism of the sum of the retirement benefit
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and conﬂict in relaons between management
and staﬀ in any company. The connuaon
of this pracce may become a major cause of
failures in future intervenons or undertaken
organizaonal changes to increase organizaonal
compeveness through human resources.
Changing this negave situaon requires
transformaon of this social beneﬁt, i.e. the
burden of contribuons has to be distributed
proporonately among all worker’s employers
during the whole period of his/her acve,
professional life. And for hired labourers of the
exisng situaon the country could take part in
the accumulaon of this due beneﬁt and thus
alleviate ﬁnancially their employers. In this way
people of wage labor can avoid unpleasant
experiences at the end of their working life.

BELIEF – Training Staff
is not Responsibility of Employers
t is suﬃcient to review the adversements
in media and in internet for vacant jobs
in order to conclude that the majori of
employers in our country pose excessive burden
on work experience in the selecon process
of new employees for their organizaons.
Public announcements of representaves of
employer organizaons conﬁrm this. All these
even create the impression that the employer
expects each new recruit at the oﬃce or the
workshop immediately aer signing his/her
labor contract to start working as a machine
at the required level of performance. But this
is impossible, due to the speciﬁc requirements
of diﬀerent (unique) jobs in each company,
reﬂecng accepted ways to perform certain
tasks, decision-making sles, established
ways of communicaon, possessed and used
patents, licenses, know-how and others.
Thus, employers form unrealisc, unachievable
expectaons, concerning hired people. The
young employees are perhaps the most

I

aﬀected in this respect, because their lack of
(or inadequate) experience can be a barrier
to starng and developing careers. This
explains the employers’ negave aitude to
specialized secondary schools and universies,
because they consider that these instuons
failed in preparing people, fully meeng all the
speciﬁc business requirements. This aitude
provides a negave impact on the strength
of the relaonship between business and
research organizaons in our country and can
impede further establishment of a knowledge
economy.
Changing this unfavorable situaon can be
achieved by adopng an-discriminaon laws in
the selecon and career development spheres
for hired people, it is advisable to allow fast
ending law-suits, and workers, whose rights are
violated, be entled to receive compensaon
by the oﬀending employer. In my opinion, this
requires creaon of legislaon in knowledge
spheres that currently are considered as themes
in the specialized literature on human resource
management, reﬂecng the best pracces of
leading companies from developed countries –
such as permissible methods of recruitment
and selecon of staﬀ, orientaon of new
employees in the organizaon, performance
management, etc.
The entrepreneurial nature of modern economy
predetermined the rapid obsolescence of
acquired knowledge and skills of employees,
and the dynamics of creaon and destrucon of
wealth does not guarantee the longevi of most
companies. Therefore, employers can no longer
win the loyal of their employees with impossible
promises of job securi and can only assist
them in acquiring new (or maintaining) certain
knowledge and skills, which increase employees’
value for the company and maintain employees’
marketabili in the future. Ulmately, employers
need to accept in a calm way that personnel
training is a shared responsibili among them,
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educaonal instuons and hired labourers,
and that the largest expenditures on personnel
training belong to them because the employers
are the most beneﬁng people by these acvies,
in terms of increased compeveness of their
enterprises.

organizaons”, “Stopanstvo” Publishing House,
November 2005.
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